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Four Students Compete
Faculty Members
|Science Club ffi-JINX PRODUCTION
Uive M on ey tor
With Other Candidates
Session Will
Red Cross Relief
OPENS AT THEATER
For Rhodes ScholarshipI
Be on Coast
Are Deducted from Salaries to
Aid in Drouth Relief
Campaign
Four Faculty Members Helped To

Adams, Meyer, Patterson, Fitzgerald Will Represent State University
Before Examining Committee Here Tomorrow; Winners
Approximately forty-two hundred
WiD Enter
District Competition
______________
I and fifty dollars will be the contriumm

S

OM£ON£ said recently that at tbl»
time of the year when Thanksfirin g is over and Christmas hasn't
come, there is nothing of which to
w ile ,
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lion of the faculty of the State Uni-

TOMORROW EVENING

Form the Northwest Scientific
Association

“Son of a Gan,” All-School Musical Comedy, Will Have Cast of More
Than Seventy Students; Two Performances Will
Be Given at Fox-W3ma Theater
“Four of the charter members and

Montana State University will have four men participating in the Lenity toward drouth relief of the
founders of the Northwest Scientific
Rhodes* scholarship examinations which will be held in Missoula to- state, said Kirk Badgley, assistant association, which was organised In
“Son of a Gun,” all-school musical comedy, opens tomorrow night
morrow. Two candidates will then be selected to represent the State business manager, yesterday,
April, 1923, were members of the I at the Fox-Wilma theater with a cast of more than seventy students
of Montana in the district examination which is to be held at Spokane, |
amount will come out of the
the faculty of the state University," Dr. participating in the production. “This is considered one of the deverDecember 9. Those to represent the<p~~:-----------------------------------------jmonthly
j *u1" fsalaries
i j j ■ of the faculty at **.«
Elrod said yesterday. Dr. Elrod,
rate of three and one-half per cent
State University are: George Adams, »"v
lrj
I
Dr. C. H. Clapp, Dr. G. D. Shallen est comedies on the Samuel French company list and was well received
of their checks for a period of six
months. These donations began with
the November checks. This money is
turned over to the Red Cross and is
to be administered by that organiza
tion.
This method of raising money for
drouth relief was instigated in order
to help raise $250,000 in the state for
aid. This amount is to be matched
by approximately one million dollars
by the national organization of the
Red Cross.
All resident staff members, with the
exception of five, are making their
donations in this manner. Donations
to the community chest are deducted
from the total amount that is to come
out of the check at the option of the
giver.

^during it* run on the New York stage,"
said Michael Kennedy, manager of the
production. The three-act comedy will
present two performances, the first
curtain being at 7 o'clock.
Rehearsal for all divisions was held
last Tuesday night and a full dress
I rehearsal will be staged Saturday
j morning. The cast has-been practic
ing nightly since the selection was
made and this past week they have
J been working with the choruses.
MICHAEL KENNEDY
J “The choruses and cast harmonise
Hl-Jinx Manager
l perfectly and Saturday night students
| and townspeople will have an oppor
tunity of^wltneseingV really fine pro
duction,” said Arthur Roberts, director
ot the show.
Prologue
The show opens with a prologue
scened on the western plains: a bias
ing campfire, singing cattle herders
and a clever tap chorus which will
prime the audience for three acts of
Speer, Spaulding, Scheuch, Ander comedy. Act one opens in the Burn
son and Line Address
hams' spacious Long Island home, and
the whole show is built around the
Meeting
fact that Johnnie Wiggins, ex-cowboy
Fraternity presidents, houseman, stunt man, is impersonating Janet's
agers and chapter advisors met with brother to save the family fortune and
members of the State University ad prevent her marriage to the Duke of
ministration and faculty in the For No Moor who is reputed to have a
estry building Tuesday evening to dis none too stable character or title.
In Montana
The entanglements which the yoang
F. C. SCHEUCH WILL SPEAK
cuss various problems of fraternity
TO L. MI KHI KLEES’ CLASS finances. Suggestions for procedure hick cowboy faceg when he is thrown
M. A. Brannon, chancellor of the
into the whirl of New York society ot
in auditing invoices and a sample
University, leaves tonight for Helena
the famous 400 will keep the audience
Closing a series of lectures by mem budget were submitted.
after spending two days on the State bers of the Department of Foreign
Topics discussed before the assem In continuous uproar. Clever foot
University campus conferring with Languages before Dr. Lucia B. Mirriework 'of the five choruses plus musical
bly included the question of mainten
four departmental heads concerning lees' class in literary thought In the
ance of proper credit with business interludes lend a tinge ot romance to
the White House conference that is eighteenth century, Professor F. C.
the thread of the plot.
houses, purchasing problems, co-op
to be held December 10 and 11.
The Duke of No Moor, a typical
Scheuch will speak Tuesday morning erative buying, budgeting of finances,
Governor J. E. Erickson felt that the at 10 o'clock in Room 103 of the
bored English fop, should furnish
wages of cooks and arrangement of
work of the White House conference library.
enough
laughs Binglebandedly to keep
menus.
in Washington on child health and
the crowd hilarious throughout the
Previous lectures have been de
John Lucy, Missoula business man,
protection should be capitalized in livered by H. O. Hoffman and Elsie
entire show. The Duke piaye the
this state. He appointed a state com Eminger of the French and Spanish submitted a suggested procedure for main comedy role but In foiled in his
mittee th at is to meet in Helena De branches of . the Department of For housemanagers in auditing invoices attempt by the wary cowpnncher to
and authorizing their payment by the
cember 10 and 11; this commission is eign Languages. Professor Scheuch
win Janet’s band.
State University.
Monica Burke
divided Into three sections, one deal will discuss the tendencies of liter
Helen Price Plays Lead
Swearingen, director of residence
ing
With
child
health,
one
with
educa
ature in eighteenth century Germany. hails, spoke to the assembly and ofOLLEGE CHUMS" is not Just a
Janet, an played by Helen Price,
tion and the other the care of handi
sentimental song. Nearly always
I fered a sample budget for a fraternity who has delighted Missoula audiences
capped children.
for the past few years, will be tho
group.
the friendships that age values most
President T. R. Roosevelt was the | r \ v r | p p y f R p p j f a l
Program
Will
Feature
Old
Christmas
Carols
as
Well
as
Modem
Noels
| Professor I. W. Cook acted as com- feature soloist ot this production.
are those that have existed since
first to call a White House conference*
1 *v c w w u
Janet half heartedly carries on her
I
mittee
chairman
and
the
other
speak
Of Yuletide Interpretation
youth. Years mellow and sweeten that
on child relief and the third was called
e r s on the program were: J. B. Speer, amouroun affair with the Duke but
which may now be tasty but tart.
by President Hoover last year. It is
AT
. I lf
1
1
registrar? Dean T. C. Spaulding of j aecrotly and without shame she cares
Friendship is not simply companion
Under the direction of Roy Freeburg, the State University concert conceded that this last conference was
the School of Forestry; Professor F. fur her true lover, Burt Whitney. Dick
ship in the exact meaning of that
band will present another of its annual Christmas concerts at the the best organized and accomplished
_________
C. Scheuch of the Department of For-1 Traxler, a handsome young juvenile,
term. It means a contact that satis
more than any of the former gather
Presbyterian
church
Sunday,
December
6,
at
4
o’clock.
The
program
fies and makes happier. It is a thing
Symphony Orchestra Shows Increase e^ n Languages, and E. R. Anderson. who rivals Don Juan In skill as a
ings.
In Membership Over
Dean Robert C. Line presented plans lover, is cast as Burt Whitney. Clover
of fragility, delicacy. It is as beauti this year will trace the progress of religious music from the Twelfth
Will Apply Findings
Last Year
for t*le reun*on next spring. Refresh- lines by Roberts and Traxler in the
ful as spun sugar, and as easily century down to the modern m asters.^ Sing.” Mendelssohn; “Silent Night,” The purpose of the meeting in
______
ments were served after the adjourn- prologue starts the show off with a
destroyed. There are many things one Old Christmas carols are featured as FranZ Qruber.
Helena will be to hold round table
hang.
receives from college that will be for well as the modern ones.w hich the
The State University symphony or- 016111
meey n8"The Last Slumber ot the Virigin,” work to determine whether the find
Members of the Cast
gotten In a year, ten years, twenty audience will sing.
Massenet; Wood wing quartet: Marie ings of the national conference can be chestra under the direction of Pro
Some of the very oldest religious
Members of tho cast for the produc
years from graduation. But a friend
1% f
l / “ I*
Bushard, James Parkinson, Stewart applied to Montana. They will make fessor A. H. Welsberg of the School n i
music
will
be
played
by
the
band.
T
h
ejo
tion in the order of their appearance
ship made at 21 wilt grow, and yearly
an effort to effect better co-operation of Music shows an increase in enroll- I i d y D y v 3 f l U l I C K
Sterling. Dudley Brown.
hymn, "Fairest Lord Jesus." cannot
are: Jevne, A1 Rudolph, Great Falls;
yield finer fruit.
“Reve Angelique (Kamennoi Os-{between agencies of the state that are ment over that of last year. There are j
be traced to a date earlier than 1842 j
Mrs. Tupper, Rntb Wallace, Missoula;
37
members
in
the
orchestra
this
year.
trow),” Rnbenstefn; band with organ I interested in this line ot endeavor,
but it is referred to as the "Crusaders j
Elza Burnham, Anna Crouse, Boze
The first concert of the year will be
HAT is why i t Is so unhappy to | Hymn of .the Twelfth century" which and piano accompaniment.' Edward Most of these organizations, about
man; Jordan, Marian Smith, Great
presented next Thursday evening,
know that these mere few weeks was supposed to have been sung b y »Jeffrey, organ; Qeorge Dlckel, piano, one hundred and fifty in Montana, do
Falls; Janet, Helen Price, Missoula;
December
10,
at
8:15
o'clock
in
the
"Meditation” from "Thais,” Mas- their work independently from ail
of overwork and strain can breed such the German Crusaders on their pil
“The Devil's Host,” Mystery Drama, Duke of No Moor, Howard Gnlllckson,
senet. Organ and piano duet, Jeffrey others, which makes for wasted effort auditorium of Main hail.
irritability that a college career's grimage to Jerusalem.
Missoula; Henry Cotter, Crawford
The orchestra members follow:
Is Now Being Presented at
and Dickel.
(and inefficiency. One serious obstacle
The origin of "Luther's Hymn" is
loveliest product can be ruined in a
Beckett, Billings; John Milton, Leslie
Forrest Theater
Hallelujah Chorus from the “Mes- that the members of the conference first violins, Russell Watson, concert
moment. It is unfortunate that nerves not known but it is supposed that
Pace, Bozeman; Johnnie Wiggins,
_________
slab,'' Handel.
will have to contend with is the diffl- master, Missoula; Mary Shops Davis,
uiay tie strained so many times that Luther made the words to the melody I The band has been holding several | culty of obtaining data
Missoula; Jean Smith, Missoula; Paul-] “The Devil's Host,” by Carl Olick, Arthur Roberts, Bozeman; Burt Whit
they lose their elasticity, are tautened I** 1
ney,
Dick Traxler, Missoula; Mrs.
tedT^lMS*
tT " j special rehearsals for the past week! The work will be developed on a P ne Ritchey, Missoula: Kathryn Bailey, 1former director of dramatics at Mononce too often, and snap. That as 1**8 ™ P
n
.
jin preparation for the concert.
(county basis; that is, each county will Corvallis; Dennis Rovero, Seeley tans, is entering Its fourth successful Peters, Martha Kimball, Missoula, and
easily as this a friendship of four
Early Christmas Carols
I
— ———......................
be a separate unit to take charge of Cake; Luella Head, Casper, Wyo.; week at the Forrest theater In New Pollett, Harold Stearns, Deer Lodge.
years’ duration, and destined for many
Reserved tickets for the production
Christmas caroling in the early day ^n
L
■
n j
(the cases within its confines and it (Dorothy Mueller, Missoula; Phyllis York city,
more, may be broken.
served two purposes: one for caroling: D0DC3IS v J / 1 /0 l l a j l
[there is a large city In the county, it jLehmann, Cut Bank; Virginia Small,
Click’s play has already tasted more have been on sale since Wednesday.

‘31, B. A. in Journalism, Great Falls; 1 # J i f - M \ n J s C U T k O T
Russell Meyer, junior in the School
of Law, Neenah, Wla.; Philip Patter
son, junior in the School of Law, Mis-j
soula; Harold Fitzgerald, senior in I
the School of Law, Rochester, N. Y.|
Others to participate in the state ex
« j rUKN tills world was populated
amination are: John W. Cave of the
Y V its inhabitants were given many United States military academy at Phi Sigma Group Will Hear Dr.
Davis and Dr. Philip Talk
and varied characteristics. Some were West Point, and one other from that
bine-eyed; some, brown. Some were school; Andrew Thomson, graduate
On African Work
short; others, tall. F art of them were of the Montana School of Mines and
Dr. R. R. Parker will be the prin
sensitive; part were not. There were the University of Idaho. Mr. Thomson
droll creatures, witty creatures, queer Is the son of Francis Thomson, pres cipal speaker at a public program
creatures; normal ones. There were ident of the Montana School of Mines sponsored by Phi Sigma, national hon
orary biological fraternity, this eve
good people and bad; sad and joyous; at Butte.
ning at 8 o’clock in the Natural
lazy and ambitious; leaders and fol
Committee
lowers ; genulses and Idiots. Men and
The committee which will handle Science auditorium. He will talk on
women could be generous or selfish; the examination is composed of Al “Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever and
sharp-tongued or kindly. There were fred Atkinson, chairman, president of Related Diseases." Dr. G. E. Davis
old people and, loveliest of all, young Montana State College; Dr. Emanuel and Dr. C. B. Philip, who have been
people.
Sternheim, Butte; A. V. Corry, Butte; working on yellow fever in Africa for
Dr. S. E. Davis, State Normal College; the last two years, will talk on their
experiences and studies in that
OVELIKST because Youth can J. R. Thomas, Butte, permanent sec
r e ta r y In Montana. Thomas was the country.
i dream w i t h o u t remembering
Dr. Parker has been in charge of
I second Rhodes scholar appointed from
dreams that have been shattered. Be the State University. He is now the spotted fever laboratory at Ham
cause youth can make plans and know auditor of the Montana Power com ilton since it was established by the
that it has many years for their ful pany.
state in 1918. The work of the lab
fillment. Young people can do things, I Ordinarily the six states composing oratory has since been taken over by
not for the present, but for the years the eighth Rhodes scholarship dis the Bureau of Public Health, under
to come. There may be satisfaction trict each send two candidates to the the control of the federal government.
In having accomplished much. There examination held at Spokane but this
This is the second program this
Is ecstacy in the anticipation of what year Wyoming will not enter the com week which has been sponsored by
one Intends to accomplish. But in the petition. The other states included Phi Sigma. The first was a program
early years themselves people do not In this district are North Dakota, of moving pictures of wild animals,
as a rule better the welfare of man Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
given by Paul C. Fair, to a crowd of
kind In general with material con
The district committee that chooses about one hundred seventy-five people,
tributions. Youth’s deeds of which the two men from the district to re last Tuesday evening.
one actually sees the results are not ceive the scholarship is made up of:
of grout Importance. Bnt the taugible B. H. Kizer, chairman, Spokane; H.
“Men and Machines” by Stuart
result is not necessarily the finest G. Merrlam, Montana State University, Chase was reviewed by Dr. G. D.
There arc those unmeasurable things secretary; McKeen F. Morrow, Boise, Shallenberger at Colloquium /Tuesday
which broaden and make for greater Ida.; F. E. I loll man, Seattle, Wash;. at 4:30 o'clock in the Home Economics
happiness, the things that may make Carroll A. Wilson, New York City. laboratory. A general discussion by
life seem worth the accomplishment Mr. Merrlam will be in Spokane De those present followed the review.
of one's future and more mature cember 9 and 10.
Refreshments were served.
plans. Best of all these things Is the
making of friendships.

W ill S peak
To Honorary

■

E

berger and the late Dr. J. W. Kirkwood
were the representatives of this
campus at that first meeting. Chan
cellor M. A. Brannon was also a char
ter member.
The Northwest Scientific association
started with 45 members and has
grown to more than 350 in the nine
years of its existence. It is made up
of men who are teachers of science
in universities, colleges and high
schools of Montana, Idaho and Wash
ington and of professional men in
those states who are in any of the
fields touched by the studies of the
association. The association meets at
Spokane, Wash., once a year.
Papers are prepared and read by
the members a t the annual meetings
and are printed in the "Northwest
Science," the organization's publica
tion. There are five divisions of mem
bership, the botany-zoology section,
the chemistry-physics section, the
education, geology-geography and so
cial science sections.
The meeting this year will be De
cember 29 and 30 at Spokane. Dr.
C. w. Waters, who is chairman of the
botany-zoology section of the program,
Erickson Urges Faculty to Promote reports that this will be an unusually
interesting meeting.
Welfare Program

BrannonAsks
Co-operation
In Child Work

Group Heads
Meet to Hear
Budget Talks

Christmas Program Will Be Given
By State University Concert Band

Is Scheduled for

INext Wednesday

■

i

Has Successful Run
On New York Stage

through the streets to usher in Christ-j
■ . i
, | _ w»»
«
(will be divided into two parts; one toj Missoula; Alice Stukey, Great Falls; isuccess than is usually accorded thej 1U
Kr<: “re mure gooo seats ten in sit
/ I l L l l / l C 1 1 1 0 3 / 0 1 j take care of the city itself and the Claudia McQueen, Hysham. Second {average play being produced today, I° ar**
t*le l1011** *Bd students who
a NO so, at this time of the quarter, mas morning and the other for merry!
making
at
festive
entertainments
o
f:
—
-----------: other to make arrangements for the j violins, Louise G. Arnoldson, Mis- having enjoyed 13 months of popular- *lave not
reservations for the
J r \ when Thanksgiving has passed
Christmas time. Minstrels of the fif-J.Upha P»1 Omega Presents Mystery surrounding country. These units w ill!»oala: Elizabeth Kllemann, Great jlty in continental and English houses.Ihl*h llgjlt ot lh* year *hcral<1
*°
and Christmas is not yet come, we do
teenth ceutnry often used the same)
Play on Decembers
be aided by the central committee.
I Falls; Dorothy Eastman. Missoula; j The play Is described by Professor (** 0l,ce' “ 1<* K*Dn*^lfnot write, but pray the prayer the
j melody for bothpurposes with dit-j
-------------Invitations were extended to all as- j Virgin!* Wilcox, Missoula; Ruth Gil-1 Lucia B.MIrrielees of the Department!
easterners do "May the peace of
j (arent words to
suit each occasion.
Alpha Psi Omega. Montana State j social ions interested in this line of lesple. Grass Range; Mary Jean Me-1 of English as being one of the finest REV. HARFORD WILL TALK
Allah abide with you,*
The “First Nowell" was used to usher College dramatic fraternity, will pre- work and to members of the various LaughUn, Missoula. Violos, Matheus (mystery plays she has ever seen.
TO INTERNATIONAL CLUB
jin Christmas morning It is said to sent “The Perfect Alibi.” by A A. >branches of the Greater University ( Kast, Missoula; Mrs. Tom Seely, Mis-j Click was director of dramatics here
........
I'll! LAMBDA MEETS
be on of the
four oldest English j Milne
at the Little Theater Decern-jot Montana. State University faculty soula. Cellos, Doris Merrlam,
Mis-(during the seasons of 1325 and' 1928. j Rev. O. I t Wa
jChristmas carols.
|ber 8.
{members who were invited to attend soula; Catherine Potter, Missoula; From here he went to the Little The- versity church will speak tonight at
Members of Fhi Lambda, chemistry
Program
“The Perfect Alibi” hss been said {the round table discussions were: Dr, j Sara Miles, East Helena; Mary Beth later company of San Antonio, Texas. (8 o'clock before the International club,
honorary society, met a t the Science
The program is as folio
to be the perfect detective mystery Harry Turney-High, who
has done Clapp, Missoula. Basses, H. S. Tup- After two years there, movie-directors The meeting will be held at the borne
hull last night for a theoretical dls- j Gloria from
the “Twelfth Mass," j play. The plot concerns the tearing (distinguished work on
probation; (per, Missoula; R. W. Ballantyne, Mis-1 were regularly viewing bis produc-jof Rev Jesse Bunch,Intorcharch
euseioit of sugar refining, preparatory 'Moran: “Crusader's Hymn,” "Luther's (down of the supposedly flawless alibi | Dean it. C. Line, in respect to the j soula.
Clarinets, Marcia Shellen- j tions and taking advantage of many j pastor, 818 Eddy avenue, and will Into a trip to the Amalgamated Sugar (Hymn." "To God on High." Mendles-j which hat been constructed by-twojfamily budget and child security; j barger, Coeur d’Alene, Ida.; Marie! of bis clever staging and continuity (elude a musical program by members
company's factory.
isohn.
{murderers.
{Helen Gleason, head of the D ep art-) Bouchard, Missoula: Myrtle Lien,{ideas. Click also lost one or two of
the club. At the close refresh"The Holy City,” Stephen Adams.: This play was presented in Bore-Intent of Home Economics; C. H. Brockton.
Cornets. Eldon Coney,;bis players to the movie colony. From
611(1 will be
j man December 2 and J at the Ellen {.Clapp; president of the State U nt-| Missoula and Adelaide Butler, Froid. San Antonio, Click went to New York,
Her. Warford came to Mtatoai* re*
Word has been received by Dr VV. | Ramona Noll—soprano.
(Trombones. Philip Miller end Charlet where be first produced the works of
ntl? to toiw charge of Gut Uni rem it?
& Bateman of the Deparuaeot of j Christmas Caroling by th d audience, {theater. It is being exchanged with {versity.
----- -— ---------------{McCormick. Missoula. French horns, j others. During the season of 1903. tareb* H* will tali the International
Chemistry that Walter Donaldson. M , j Dr, Emerson Stone leading: “The F irst the State University for their playj
is graduate assistant In qualitative an j Nowell." Early English, "O Come All j “The Devil's Disciple" Tickets forf Sylvia Johnson, Ruth HaxliU, and! Dudley Brown, Palo Alto, Calif., and {however, he produced his “Devil's ob tonight bow be worked with a
on | sim ilar group in Pueblo, Cola, be*
alysis classes at Purdue university Ye Faithful fAdeste Kdetes), Jo h n {this play will go on sale a t the Little jM n . H arriet Woods were dinner {Donald. Perry, Missonis. Piano. George {Host" in Berlin and
kept
Reading; "Hark! the Herald Angels j Theater Saturday, November 5.
((neats of Ethel Hansen Wednesday | Dickel. Garrison.
(th e boards since that
[for* earning ber*.
thb year.
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BUSINESS MANAGER

SONNET I
Last night, sweetheart, you seemed so
nice to me,
Each word you uttered told of full
' Next Quarter
content;
HEN Thanksgiving has come and gone and Christmas is still Each kiss was loaded down with senti
in the future, the thoughts of most students on this campus
ment.
will turn in the direction of term papers and final examina It gave me bliss tp hold you close and
see
tions. This interim, which this year is comprised of one week of
Those misty eyes that veiled a mys
school work, and a few days of feverish cramming, is much like the
tery.
traditional nightmare. Books with ugly type and blank sheets of I thrilled with only hoping th at you
paper revolve around us. Here and there will be seen dimly the
meant
faces of our professors. Some will look upon us sympathetically; Just what your lips said in those
hours we spent,
others will have the triumphant “ I knew it” expression. Yes, we
know too that papers that should have been started the third week And what I thought your eyes were
telling me.

■

of school are yet to be written; we know too that a hurried review
over a quarter's work may be done before the day when many are
called but few are chosen.
At the beginning of every quarter we hear so often the resolution
that we’ll get our papers done early to avoid the rush. What hap
pens to these resolutions? Are they like the ones we make on New
Year’s—rnice sounding words in sentences that will please our parents,
fraternity ■brothers or sorority sisters? We’re never too-paticular
about keeping them; others don’t expect it of us. Then there are so
many more pleasant things, with which to occupy our minds and
energies. There are, in fact, just thousands of reasons why we should
not and do nqf start our term papers.
But after all, we usually manage to get the required things done.
We always go to our examinations prepared for the worst and strug
gle through them. When we receive our grades we are usually sur
prised because we didn’t do better but then it isn’t our fault. Still,
next quarter we really will start working earlier.

We tried to stop the moon and stars
above,
We tried to put a brake on Time’s
swift flight,
That we might linger over new-found
love;
Anl yet, when finally we kissed good
night
I asked for no more dates—you’re
wondering why;
You’ve nothing on me, sweetheart, so
am I.
The first questionnaire, children/
has finally made its appearance. The
year, scholastically speaking, is how
complete, or will be if we all vote
to have a 2-2 year instead of a 3-4
year. It sounds a lot different, but it’s
just the same old question of rigid
enforcement or modification.

Langhome-LePage
The m arriage of Elizabeth Langhorne of E ast Helena and William
E. LePage of Helena took place last
Saturday at the Episcopal church in
Helena.
Mrs. LePage is a former State Uni
versity student, last registered here
in 1929. They will make their home
North Hall Party
North hall residents entertained in Helena where Mr. LePage is conthose whose birthdays come between nected'With the Montana Power com
•
• §
July and December at a formal birth pany.
day dinner Thursday evening. The
Evans-Petenon
program consisted of a violin solo by
The marriage of Henry J. Peter
Harriet Gillespie, Grass Range, accom
panied on the piano by Virginia Tait, son of Lewistown to Mabel Evans,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Evans
Whitehall,
Mary
Asbury,
Crow
Agency, offered greetings to the honor of Ennis, has been announced recently.
guests, and an original poem “Birth Peterson was a graduate of the school
day” was given by Jane Stevenson, of pharmacy with the class o f ’29.
Plains. Another poem was given by The ceremony took place- in Helena
November 12.
Helen Bateman, Choteau.
Birthday Party
Corbin hall residents whose birth
days come between the-months ot July
and December were guests at a charm
ing dinner given at the hall Thurs
day. Clara Mabel Foot, Helena, was
toastmistress. The program consisted
of a vocal solo by Lucille Saner,
Butte; a violin solo by Elizabeth Kliemann, Great Falls, and a reading by
Sheila Brown, Butte. Toasts were
given by Judith Kingsbury, Butte, rep
resenting the freshman class; Esther
Epstein, Great Falls, the sophomore
class; Helen Archibald, Zurich, the
juniors, and Thelma Bjorneby, Kalispell, seniors. The dinner closed with
the song "College Chums.”
North Hall
Phyllis Lehman and Dorothy Han
nifin were guests ot Katherine Mason
at dinner Wednesday.
Mrs. Maude Betterton and Mrs
Caroline Avery were guests of Mrs,
Theodore Brantly at dinner Wednes
day.

Corbin Hall
The Old Order Changeth?
Sylvia Sweetman was a dinner guest
In either case, we get plenty to
HIS week Montana’s M looks down upon a campus covered with drink.
of Alice Crawford Wednesday.
Mary Taaffe Corette was a Wednes
snow. Five months from today the same M on the same Mount
Sentinel will look down upon the same campus but the panorama It really simmers down to whether day night dinner guest of Dorothy
Brown.
you would rather have a pint in each
will be strikingly different. In place'of a snow-covered gridiron, green
grass will come forth on Dornblaser. Where skaters now cut fancy hip pocket or a. quart in the inside
Phi Sigma Kappa Dance
pocket of your overcoat.
figures, R. 0. T. C. students will execute squad and platoon move
Phi Sigma Kappa entertained last
ments. Every year this change takes place. Every year the green Or, to those who dislike Unk’s al Saturday evening at their annual
grass' withers, turns brown and is covered with snow. Every year lusions to drinking, manufacturing, Thanksgiving dinner dance. This year
students go about their various ways. Every year friendships are selling or carrying liquor, whether the affair was held a t the chapter
you would rather neck a girl who has house. Dinner was served at 7 o’clock.
made and broken. Every year life goes on.
The guests were seated at tables in
blue eyes or a blue-eyed girl.
groups of four and between courses
dancing was enjoyed. Candles and
To
get
back
to
questionnaires,
here’s
Needed: Co-operation
one that Unk would like to propose. flowers were the decorations. A
ONTANA’S State University has much of which to be proud in Clip the following, fill it out and send program dance was begun a t 10
traditions and customs peculiar to its campus only. S.O.S., it to him. (Maybe it would be better o’clock, with Nat Allen and his orches
tra furnishing th e . music. Chaperons
A.W.S., lantern parade and painting of the M are classified if you’d bring it.)
tor the occasion were Dr. and Mrs. C.
under that statement Every campus has some informal customs and
By tile way, this questionnaire W. Deiss and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
habits which are not important nor worthy enough to be included in
(don’t you love the word?) is for Adams.
the first group. They are so noticeable that the majority of students women only.
and faculty members on the campus are aware of them. Keeping
Nelson-Kelley
students after the hour bells have been rung is the most outstanding 1. How old are you?_____ ________
The marriage of Dorothy Mae Nel
(Women more than 30 years of age son, Butte, to Melvin Kelley, Helmof these customs.
may stop here. That goes for women ville, was solemnized Tuesday evening
Although it’s a minor matter, like so many trivialities, it is annoy
under 20, too.) (Not 22, but 20, also.) at 8 o’clock at the Methodist Episcopal
ing. Tardiness in arriving at other classes and thus causing the 2. How is your appetite?__________ parsonage, 316 East Main street, by
disapproval of that instructor is the basic ground for the student’s (If the answer to this is “good”, throw Rev. E. L. White. They were attended
the questionnaire away.)
by Dorothy Epperson of Great Falls
complaint.
The situation has existed for years and this comment will only be 3. Do you neck?_______________ _ and Franklin Lamb of Billings.
(Answer yes or no. Don’t say “it
Mrs. Kelley is the daughter of Mr.
another of the many that have gone before and will come after. depends” )
and Mrs. N. H. Nelson of B elt She
Perhaps it is no worse for the instructor to keep his class overtime,' 4. Do you dance?____________ _ transferred to the State University
than it is for the student to get ready/to leave that class, ten min (Answer yes or no to this one, too. campus this quarter as a sophomore,
after attending Carleton college at
utes before time. Co-operation and the making of a bargain between You’re not the judge of how well.)
5. Do you carry your own cig Northfield, Minn., last year. Mrs.
the two factors shouldn’t be too hard to effect.
arettes?.-----------------------(Those who Kelley is a pledge of Sigma Kappa.
answer “no” to this, need not answer
The bridegroom is the son of Mr. and
questions 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6.)
Mrs. H. F. Kelley of Helmville and is
Educated Students
6. Are you a blonde?__________.___ a junior in the School of Business
NCE again we find the college student attacked. We have been 6a. If not, have you blue eyes?___ 1 Administration. He is a member ot
told that we waste our time; we waste our money or our (Answer yes or no. Don’t say Sigma Nu fraternity. Both Mr. and
parents’ money; we don’t appreciate our opportunities; we “kinda”,)

■

■

■

think too much of subjects irrevelant to studies; we shirk our work
Unk wants to thank those who
— in fact, there hasn’t been much of anything right about us. Now,
noticed that there was no Huddle in
Dr. Rufus von KleinSmid, president of the University of Southern the Kaimin last issue, and especially
California, states that the record low standard of language has been the one who said she missed it.
reached on the college campus.
He states further that of the 500 or 600 words with which com The reason, since most of you don’t
care, was that Unk spent Sunday on
mon laborers are presumed to be endowed, about half make up the skis, Monday on his back and Tuesday
college freshman’s vocabulary. “The word ‘swell’ alone," he said, on crutches. Resolutions, however,
“is used to describe 4972 situations.” Well, what of it?
have been made, and it will not occur
Why does everyone automatically blame the student? When such again.
conditions are so general (if one is to believe all the condemnation)
The vacation was really nice, but
is it not possible that the basic, fault may not be the one most easily the method of attaining it was a little
found? Are our faculty members perfect or best fitted to their work? too strenuous for old people, even for
Is our educational system the best that is to be found? Is it not just old people without athlete's foot.
as much a reflection on the faculty and institution if it fails to accom
Riding down a mountain on skis is
plish what its primary purpose is, that of education?
1
something like balancing a chair on
And so, we rather casually turn the page when we are blamed your chin, juggling a couple of Indian
for so many things all the time and wish we had the opportunity clubs and maintaining perfect form
to tell our critics to reform themselves and their systems if they would for a three-hundred-yard brassie shot,
simultaneously.
reform the products.
The only difference is that, with
dent of the Kalispell association;
.the latter, you're not traveling forty
William Kelly, vice president, and
miles an hour on a pair of slats.
Maurice Driscoll, secretary-treasurer.
Both Dean Line and John Patterson
R. C. Line, dean of the School of gave short talks at the meeting and
KNIT AND WOOL DRESSES
Business Administration,’ and John the former talked at a Rotary lnnchSelling at a 10 per cent discount.
Patterson, president of the State Uni eon Monday noon.
Sizes
16, 18 and 20. You'll need one
versity Alumni association, attended
more. Do your Xmas shopping at
the alumni banquet in Kalispell late
Mrs. Dafi McLaughlin was the din
THE ART & GIFT SHOP
last month.
ner gueBt of Elizabeth Burton Wednes
Near the Wilma
Gordon Rognllon was elected presi day.

Kalispell Alumni
Choose Officers

Mrs. Kelley have withdrawn from
school and after a short wedding trip
they will make their home on the
Kelley dude ranch near Helmville.

Books

M cK A Y
ART COMPANY

Delta Delta Delta entertained on
Saturday afternoon a t a mother’s tea
from 4 until 6 o’clock. Mothers and
alumnae were invited and dainty re
freshments were served.
Ruth Rhoades was the dinner guest
of Virginia Warden a t the Kappa'
Alpha Theta house Sunday.
Paul Main and Jack Cougill were
guests at the Sigma Kappa house for
Sunday evening lunch.
Eleanor Marlowe and Pauline
Ritchie dined a t the Kappa Alpha
Theta house last night as the guests
of Margaret Jacobs.
Gertrude Bailey and Jeanette Roter
ing of Kalispell were house guests of
Alpha Xi Delta during the Thanks
giv in g holiday.
Ceclle Sughrue and Francis Jeffer
son were dinner guests a t the Alpha
Chi Omega house Wednesday evening.
Mary Alice Coleson was a dinner
guest a t the Delta Gamma house
Wednesday night.
Mrs. F. E. Dodds of Townsend and
Mrs. J. W. Bunch were dinner guests
a t the Sigma Kappa house Wednesday
night.
Mrs. W. A. Hawkins, Helena, is the
guest of her daughter, Elvera Haw
kins, a t North hall.
Edith May Baldwin and Kitty Quig
ley were guests at the Phi Sigma
Kappa bouse for dinner last night.
Frances Ullman and Virginia Connelley were dinner guests a t the Phi
Sigma Kappa house Wednesday night

— a n d —.
— In —

“Private Lives”
One of the Big Hits of the Month!

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phono 4097

The First
N ational Bank

DR. J. L MURPHY
Eyes Examined—.Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of H. Class of *24

DR A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER

|
i

DENTIST
305 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200
-

I

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

Super-Curline Beauty Shop
Invites You to a

PUBLIC

D E M O N S T R A T IO N
of the

New Steam Permanent WaveMachine
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5. 7 :3 0 P. M.
Corner Broadway and Higgins

SPATS
We Are Now Showing a Wonderful Selection in
Silver, Fawn, Gray and Tan

- $ 1.50 - $2.50

Next to Shapard Hotel

Manufacture your own cig
arettes. Something new.
Price

75c
■■

Public Drug Store
Florence Hotel Building
Mit Mithun

Bob Harper

STARTING SATURDAY!

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

DR. EMERSON STONE

Handy
Cigarette Roller

The Most Exciting Picture
Ever Filmed!

NORMA
SHEARER

Masquer meeting Friday evening a t
7:30 o’clock. This meeting is very im
portant and all Masquers should come. 1
CLIFTON HEMGREN,
I
President.

Majestic Beverage
& Candy Co.

George Arliss
COMING SUNDAY!

| Professional
Directory

We make and deliver any flavor
of punch desired. See Howard Gullickson or phone 3352.

EAST TIMES TODAY!
— In —

Lost; One brown, fur-lined glove
near the A. S. V. M. store, after the
W. S. C. football game. If anybody
has found this glove, will he please
return it to the telephone booth in
Main hall.

Howard Hubert and Russell Huff
entertained the Biology club at its
regular meeting Wednesday, Decem
ber 2. Hubert reviewed "The Social
Insects” by Wheeler and Huff talked
on "The Evolution of Charles Dar
win” by Dorsey. Refreshments were
served a t the conclusion of the dis
cussions.

PUNCH
For Your Parties and Dances

FO X -W ILM A FOX-RLALTO
“ALEXANDER HAMILTON”

All students with doctor or medicine
bills for this quarter m ust present
itemized receipts to the health service
not later than December 18 for re
funds.
MRS. LE CLAIRE,
State University Nurse.

"Rights of Man,” by Thomas Paine,
a Missoula county library book, was
taken from the Chimney Corner by
I
Sigma Kappa Bridge Party
mistake. Will the person who took
Members of Sigma Kappa enter it please return it to the Chimney
tained at a bridge party Tuesday night Corner as soon as possible?
in honor of their housemother, Mrs. J,
I
W. Moore. Housemothers of the vari
There will be a regular meeting of
ous sororities 'o n the campus and the Home Economics club, Wednesday I
directors of the women's dormintories evening, December 9, a t 8 o’clock, in
were invited. Refreshm ents were, the Natural Science building.
I
served during the evening.
Mrs.
I
BETH MANIS,
I
Theodore Brantley won first prize
P resident
and the booby was won by Mrs.
Dodson.
I

A happy solution for all
your gift problems.
A New Shipment of $1.00 Books
Ju st Received

STUDENTS SPEAK

Notices

Timely, because it comes in time for
your Christmas expenditures. When
you do your Christmas gift buying, use
your Christmas Savings Club check, as
your budget. Did you have one this
year? Fine, well, now how about next
year? Don t be without one, it is the
handiest thing in the world.

“ EA ST OF
BORNEO”

Come in and Ask About Them

Nine thousand miles into the jangle
for the most daring wild nnlmnl
thrills ever bronght to the screen!
Strangest sights ever beheld by
man! Scenes that outstrip the
imagination.

Western Montana National
Bank

If you’re looking for something
different, don’t miss this picture!

Affiliated with First Bank Stock Corp.

fiifa j.D to e n ix t 4,

1931

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

Sara M iles
c

sm

Office Unification
A svftsyffV
Is Speer's Theme
j
In Magazine Work

OPPORTUNITY
Comes Knock. Knock. Knocking
at the Door

Girls Record

Page Three

Instructor Sends
Press Club Holds
HORATIO ALGER? Members of French
A rt Exhibit Here
Annual Banquet
Club Attend Party
More Than 400 DepressionR Bartholoaiew. a rt instructor la
In Bonner Hall Struck Students Find Work Here Program a t Mrs. Araaldaaa’s Hu m thaC. Lswlstown
high school, has seat

Is Christmas Observance
17 pen and ink sketches made by himAn opportunity—three acres in ex Dr. B r u n o and President Clapp Are As a result of the Investigation con- j
i E m i t I n w I U i ti M Article by Speer
self, lliaetrating acenea from Petty
tent—to (all down sotnowhere besides
ducted by Dr. L a d a B. Mtrrieleea'j
Appears in Fdarativnal l u i f r r
Among Speakers a t Group’*
Mountain
ranger lookout.
The
o
s
slick
sidewalks—to
get
over
your
sophomore
English
class,
it
has
been
j
More
than
thirty
member*
and
j
Freshman Team Defeat* U ppe rc lass
A N Beyer far Xereeiber
Fall Ereat
clumsiness, try put yoar skates, show
revealed that more than a quarter o fite ea te attended the Christmas party sketches will be on exhlMtkm this
Women in Swimming Event* |
-----------week-end
in
the
Department
ot
Fine
your enthusiasm (or sport, enjoy a
the State University student body Jof Le C erde da Chevalier de la VerenAt Meet
| ’'Coordinating the Business Office good time, get the iu tt benefit from Press club. Journalism organisation worka from two to six hoars dally.U nm Wednesday evening at the home Arte, Room 301, Mala h a lt
—...............
j and the Registrar** Office," la tlie UUe a sore spot or run away from your a t the State University, held its
The research was undertaken to d e -1of Mr*. Louise Arnoldson. 444 Grand I Bartholomew has had good results
gar* Miit#, Helena, broke the 20- | of *° eeUele written by J. B. Speer, pet peers—now exists on the campus. twelfth annual banquet a t the lumber termine how. the average student sup- j s tre e t
with his students in that they have
n r d underwater swimming record at business! m anager of the State Unl- If you can’t leare your grouch behind jack’s mecshall a t Bonner, Wednesday ports himself. The figures were ob-j The party, which replaced the club’s! won National Interaoholaatlc award*
;M w A A. swimming m eet Thura-1 »«r»ity. which appeared in the No somewhere on the ice when you tie on evening. About one hundred, mem tained from various State University regular meeting, was observed tn a | Louise Bnachelle, student In the De
dar afternoon In the men'* gym- Member tssne of the Educational Bnai- a set of skates and ren te rs forth on bers attended the function.
bureaus by the student Investigators, typical French manner. YuleUde dec partment ot Fine Arte, won an InterMany alumni were in attendance,
naainm. She eatabliahed a new time De** Manager and Bayer,
the foresters’ new rink it’s because
These statistics apparently indicated Iorations included a lighted Christmas! acholaatic award while working under
several of whom have not missed one
of jg aeconda for the event. The pre-| Lloyd Morey, chairman of the maga- yon don’t know how to skate.
that 73 per cent of the students are tree and crech . from Provence In Mr. Bartholomew. She was In com
sine’s editorial staff, requested that! It’s adapted to all nationalities in of the banquets for many years. Wind entirely supported by their families. France. Coffee, Christmas cakes and petition with 40,000 high school ex
vioaa record was 16,7 seconds.
The freshman team defeated the up- Mr. Speer write the article because Icluding the Scotch—it’s free, wide, sor tie*, paying respect to Dean A. L. The remaining 27 per cent are anp-j candies were served. The Christmas hibitor*
perclaaa team 38 points to 28 points. much comment has been aroused con- j and slick as an Armenian cheating a Stone, were worn by the majority of porting or partially supporting them-1 carols ottered in the program emThe summary of events is a* follows: earning the system of unification and! Jewish merchant. Besides it's the first those present The Incinerator, r a n selves by doing everything from mall-1 braced some of the earliest and some
20-yard daah: Carol Wells. Scottsville, I its success at the State University oft repetition of skating history on the sheet, was labeled and used as place carrying to working tn sawmills, of the newer Christmas songs. The
X. V., first; Grace Dagget, Red Lodge, Montana, which is one of the few land- State University campus since the cards. Dean Stone acted as toast This group numbers 447 of the 1,480 major part of the program will be
second; Gladys Mayo, Missoula, third, grant colleges in which it is In effect A.S.U.M. built a rink on the old base m aster and started the banquet “a t students attending the State Unlvers- broadcast Sunday afternoon over
Time. 12.*. 44-yard dash: Carol Wells,
Under the first system of manage-j ball diamond back in 1813 and tried a high point” and “ended at a high Ity, working an average ot 800 hours KGVO.
first; Sara Miles, second, and Kathryn ment. all administrative bodies were to .collect 33 from outsiders and $3 point” by calling upon President C. dallYI The program was as follows:
H. Clapp and ending with Chancellor
Bailey, Corvallis, third. Time, 29.S. separate units, each of which required from students for season tickets.
Including agencies connected with
Adeste Fldeles, Cercle: Silent
20-yard dash, backstroke: Sara Miles, an office manager and his staff. This Nothing short of the Forestry club M. A. Brannon. Other speakers were: It, the State University gives partial Night. Cercle: La Marche des Rols.l
BRING THEM IN
first Gladys Mayo, second. Time, resulted In duplication and wasted and the School of Forestry caterpillar Miss Margaret Ronan, Mrs. Inez Ab support to 10 per cent of its student-1 Cercle; provincial Christmas story,
1U , side stroke for style: Carol effort in each group. Later these could undertake snch a project as that bott, Andrew Cogswell, J. C. Doherty, body, or 146 in all. This figure In- La Fete des Hols, told by Emma Bravo
Wells, first; Gladys Mayo and Grace I scattered units were united under two under way on the R.O.T.C. drill field. Kathleen Harrtgan and Eddie As tie, eludes house-boys In the employ of land Elsie Boelter; Lea Anges dans not
RAT P. WOODS
Dagget tied for second. Plunge for offices, that ef the business manager It takes more than cold weather and president of the club.
A humorous report of the banquet sororities. Private families In Mis- campngnes and II est ne, le Divtn
Basement of Higgins Block
distance: Orsce Dagget, first; Martha and the registrar. The registrar’s a blizzard to scare a forester inside
souls employ 63 co-eds. The remain- Enfant, phonograph; poem, Noel, by
was
given
by
John
Curtis.
After
sing
WE DELIVER
Busey, second; Kathryn Bailey, third, office became a service organisation j when be makes up his mind to build
ing “College Chums" the ’ gathering Ing 200 working students play saxo- Theophlle Gautier. Nancy Lennes;
Distance, SO feet. Diving: Louise to the instructional division of the
phones In dance orchestras, work in Christmas Song of the French Alps,
skating rink—even If he has to stay
(leyer, Great Falls, first; Louise Har- [State University. The business office up and monkey with a lot of wet hose went to the Bonner community hail the Bonner mills, sell goods from be- Cercle; dialogue. Enfre l’Humble ot
and danced.
mdii, Balnville, second; Florence Har was still limited In Its scope: book and scoop-shovels until the early
hind counters of drug stores, grocery
|„ Mondalne, Mary Taaffe Corette,
Quests Included Chancellor M. A.
rington, Butte, third. 20-yard under keeping and receiving fees, with the morning hours. That is what they
meat m arkets, and clothing
Donald Crevellng; DorsBlen, O, Tol,
Brannon, President C. H. Clapp, Dean stores,
books
Inadequate
for
the
guidance
of
water swim: Sara Miles, first; Louise
run concessions at dance
Enfant du Clel. Cercle;Le Voyage a
have done with this one, and if you A. L. Stone, Mrs. Inez Abbott, Mr. stores;
Geyer, second; Louise Harmon, third. the president and the departments.
halls;
nnrse
a
t
hospitals,
and
one
j
Bethleem, phonograph; Le Boenf ot
feel that you don’t look graceful on and Mrs. Andrew Cogswell, Emerson
Offices Merged
Time 16.
skates Just remember where you are Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones, enterprising young man is the m afl-ji’Ane, French mystery play, Billie
1Bateman and her m arionettes; Tous
I The question of merging the two
and you will feel sympathy, per Grant Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. carrier on R. F. D. No. 1.
Dean of Women Aids
jl<*n Bourgeois de Chatre, Cercle; Lea
offices then presented itself. Employ haps, for the awkward squads who {Doherty, Bob Leslie, Margaret Ronan
Harriet R. Sedman, dean of women, j Trois Meases Basses, provincial
ment of individuals specialized in the hare trudged around before you tried and C. W. Hardy.
keeps In especially close contact with Christmas story by Alphonse Daudet,
work was the result and with the skates.
Now in new quarters—
the working g irl students and those Ellen Galusha and Gene Mauls;
larger office it was not necessary to
co-eds wishing to find employment. Christmas carol, Cercle; Christmas
close during vacation and peak loads SCHOOL OF LAW SENIORS
136 North Hi|gini Avenue
Two men were pledged to Alpha could be handled with greater ease.
It is said that every girl applying to Eve Hymn by Adolphe Adam (phonoHEAR TALKS AT DINNER
Kappa Pel* national commercial fra- This system has been In effect for
Formerly Wedgwood's Cafe
her for help has obtained a Job.
graph), sung by Pol Plancon.
ternlty, at lte meeting last week. more than ten years and the functions
The estimated dally income of t h
i s __________________
The third of a series of dinners
They were John Dahl In, Great Falls, of the two divisions have greatly ex
group
of
employed
students
is
about
Helen
Schroedor,
M
argaret
McKay.
Get
on
and
ride,
fellows.
The
train
given by the School of Law seniors
and Robert Clark, Deer L*odge.
panded. One of the Important f e a tu re was held last evening at 6:30 o’clock. from the west seems to be filled with two hundred and titty dollars.
and Dorothy Miller were guests ot
Plans were made for the establish of the central office at the State Uni
The reports of the student Investi the Alpha Phi chapter a t dinner last
These dinners, to enable the seniors big, strong, silent men, whose football
ment of a miniature stock market, to versity Is the student files which con
gators
seemed
to
Indicate
that
al
night.
ability
has
been
ringing
the
eastern
to get together more often, are given
be run by the members of the fra tain all the data of each Individual
though the majority of the positions
on the first and third Thursdays of gong repeatedly.
ternity. Each member will be given student enrolled: pre-college, enroll
held by the working students were
— o—
each month. The seniors had as their
an equal amount of credit for the ment in classes, absences, unsatis
Notre Dame, New York university, not particularly harmful to studies,
guest yesterday Howard J. Toole, Mis
For the Best Possible Haircut Ask
work and trading will be carried on factory
scholarship,
probationary soula lawyer, who gave a short talk. Florida’s Alligators, Purdue—all have night jobs left the student unfit tor
as nearly as possible as It Is done In measures and the like. Investigation Other talks were given by Fred Iron succumbed to western upsets.
attending classes the next morning.
THE FLORENCE BARBERS
the real market. Those who show of particular problems relating to in
Many girls find their duties with pri
— o—
side, Butte, and Vernon Hoven, An
Florence Hotel Bldg.
the best skill In trading will be given dividual students is made easier by
vate families leave them little time
A
Ve
have
our
eyes
eastward
wait
telope.
a dinner by the less fortunate the use of the student files.
ing to see if "King Canute" from tor studying and no time far recre
“Artist* In Their Line"
members.
W. S. C. can tell the Green Wave of ation. Lack of time fqr recreation
Service organizations not only aid
Charley Gaughan gave a short rc- student organizations but the social
Tulane to go back and stay put. We was the general complaint of those
port to the new pladges on the na- fraternities also. Bills are collected
fear the Cougars will have about as working students interviewed.
tlonal convention held last summer through the business office and advice
much success as did the story-book
EXCLUSIVE DEALERS
tor a good start, although the year
and plans were discussed concerning I given these organizations in their
in
monarch.
lings do not begin regular practice I
the formation of a basketball team to I ftnaiicfal dealings,
compete in the inter-class tournament
highly developed central office
It took two eastern teams to stage until after the holidays.
—o—
next quarter.
of administration would relieve the
the biggest splash in the dope pond
Imported Directly from
“Jim ” Stewart has his hands full
faculty of being made ‘administrative More Than Two Hundred Will Attend —Notre Dame and Army. ”
Oberammergau
To make your classes on cold
putting his short-handed crew of ex
Banquet Feting Freshman
clerks,' to which the real scholar and
— o—
Bowls
Candle-holders
And Gristly Squads
teacher objects. Many members of
Evidently the West Pointers hadn't perienced men into shape to meet
mornings. Don't be caught
Vases Ash Trays
Jugs
the faculty will have opportunity to
seen “The Spirit of Notre Dame”. Idaho here December 30.
Other Items
OAKS FOR RENT—U-DRIVB
with your radiator frozen.
Freshman numeral winners and the They missed a good show.
establish standards for the adminis
Each Piece Antographed
Dial SMI
A frozen radiator means un
New rules for Uie maple court will
trative organization, and especially entire varsity squad will be guests of
through service on committees. At the Missoula Chamber of Commerce,
What became of the Wise Willie add novelty to this year's contests.
told delay and expense. Fill
212 East Main
the same time, the administrative the Klwanis, Rotary and Lions clubs who was stating that Notre Dame’s A V-H lineup when free throws are
120 East Broadway
up now with
organization has unusual oportunlty at a banquet tomorrow night at 6:15 first and second teams ought to bat made, calling the ball out of bounds
whep a man stalls for more than five
to draw on the faculty for highly o’clock In the Florence hotel. More tle for national honors?
seconds in his own territory with an
— o—
HaDees Anti-Freeze
D»(’o Ham
D afo Lard specialized service In the development than two hundred are expected to
An Ideal Gift
of the various functions of the office. attend.
Trojans and Huskies meet at Los opponent within a yard of him, and
FOR
Rador Glycerine
the
referee’s
ability
to
call
time
out
Duffy's
Fun
Makers
will
furnish
the
Under this method of organization,
Angeles Saturday. Put your money on
BIGGER AND BETTER
faculty committees may be more cer music for the evening. The entertain Sing Sing, boys, the upsets aren’t so without a request from a team mem
Denatured
Alcohol
ber, are some of the additions to the
tain that policies fixed by them are ment committee promises a good pro many there.
in a variety of styles and
Peed ’em On
1931-32 book of hoop-tossing etiquette.
carried out; they will find greater gram of entertainment, short speeches
colors attractively boxed.
The Zebras are now looking foropportunity to review the acts and and music.
policies of the administration; they J E. C. Mulroney, Missoula lawyer, ward to meeting the Port Jervis police
PRODUCTS
may even, for the most practical pur- j will give the main speech of the eve- again, having lost their blue uniform—From—
I poses, take over some of the functions ining. President C. H. Clapp and brass button complex by trouncing
I of the executive," stated Mr. Speer Bernard F. Oakes are also slated to Poughkeepsie, 18-6.
give talks. A. N. Whitlock will be
0_
I In closing his article.
Branch—MODEL MARKET
the toastmaster.
Montana’s all-state elevens, both
■Distributors
Dafe Bacon
Sausages
The banquet will be at 6:16 o’clock.f0r high schools and our institutions
and will be over in time for the sec- 0f higher development of football,
ond showing of H-JInx, State Uni- were picked by fair-minded judges of
versity musical comedy. The tickets gridiron material,
are J1 per plate, and may be obtained |
0
Members of the Forestry club held at the Student’s Store either from Ted
National honors for football supremtheir last meeting ot the quarter Rule or Jerry Ryaq.
lacy will doubtless walk forth vicWednesday night, at which time they I It Is planned to give the varsity men <torlous from the Rose Bowl. Put your
completed all business until after the tokens as souvenirs. The team will money on either Tulane or U. S. C.
be Introduced to the diners some time
_q_
holiday recess.
The Forestry loan fund report was during the evening.
i Basketball is on the pickup as footaccepted after being revised since the
Since its inception as a dinner given Jhail goes Into the discard. Both froth
last meeting. Dean T. 0. Spaulding I by the Athletic association, the ban- j aw.] varsity here are Into the season
gave a talk on the Foresters’ Ball quet has been a stag affair. The four |
which will be held early In February. Missoula organizations are honoring
F»r G oodness S a k e It was decided that all men who will the Grizzly football warriors and the
M IS SO U L A
remain In Missoula during the Christ (Cuba who have been recommended for
Tie! mas
LAUN D RY CO
vacation wilt be given an oppor j numerals this year, replacing the cus
T l M U h t m lf, to the troaiittt detail.
tunity to help with the preparation tomary dinner at which the Athletic
Phone 1118
* at wondor Uttlo points of careless*
association is host.
• m In dross hoeotno glaring crudities
for the Ball.
HAT BLOCKING
* fcor n o t
A report was made on the new
DRT CLEANING
I WANK COLLAR HOLDER (looks skating rink and plans were arranged
Palronlxe Kalinin aotertbero.
Mh* a pin—twt Isn't)—holds ths collar
tw stlly and keeps the tie where It be* for the maintenance of the rink j
throughout the winter season. Ac
Ms r . ten the new designs st smart
men’s shops and Jtwolsrt —*priced 80c cording to Millard Bvtnson. chairman
te tt.CC.
of
the rink committee, the State Uni- J:
tWANK SETS of matched designs,
WHY NOT SOLVE YOUR GIFT PROBLEMS WITH A
versify officials have furthered their J
CtMor HRider and Tto Klip, make a
•oadsi Nl gift for any man.
co-operation with the Forestry clubj
by putting in a fire hydrant a t the!
east end of the rink to he used tor]
flooding the large area.

Last Year’s

OVERSHOES
Can Be Repaired

Youngren Shoe Shop

N O T IC E !
Ely Shoe
H osp ital

Two Men Pledge
Business Honorary

Sporty Vents

M issoula Clubs
Will Honor Cubs
And Varsity Men

Anton Lang Pottery

TAXI!

Bluebird Cab Co.

Heinrich’s Flowers

N ew Stationery

GRIZZLIES
DaCo

A t $1.00

John R. Daily, Inc.

OFFICE SUPPLY

. _________

McKenzie-Wallace
Service Co.

Forestry Club Has
Year’s Last Session

Straighten that
1

Blue W hite Diamond

SWANK
brmsa A l t a i * f o r Mem

W l I Ml MEETS
Pi) Chi held its regular meeting j
Wednesday evening nx the Kappa J
Delta honse.
Following the business meeting DrvJ
:F_ o. Smith, professor of psychology.!
|gnva n demonstration lecture on thol
t s r c h H p d n i k n f ltx . astng thoeej
!attending as subjects. Refreshment*,
were served a t the done of the meet-J

Tavanne Wrist Watch
Here you will find superior quality as usual, and lower
prices than ever before.

Kittendorff’s
Next to Sport Slop

HUE’ S
A Treasure House o f Christmas Gifts

THE MONTANA

r a g e i our

Noted Montana Alumnus Publishes
Important Book on Tree Diseases

Friday, December 4, J^ ji'

KAIMIN

Students to Prepare
Sunday Dinners in
Dormitory Kitchens

Six Grizzlies End Football Careers

Patronize Kaimln Advertisers

It’s a Long Walk Downtown
These Wintry Days
STOP IN AND GET WARM

Volume Written by Dr. E. E. Hubert Receives Favorable Comment of
Foresters; Satisfies Need for Forestry Profession

Menl Wili Take Place of Final Test
For Members of Institutional
Cookery Class

Dr. Ernest E. Hubert, ’ 12, has recently published a volume on the
treating of tree diseases known as the “ Outline of Forest Pathology,
containing 600 pages and 150 illustrations. This is the first book
written, covering all angles of forest protection in the United States.
Previous to this publication, the most'p
estry was not created by the State
recent work on the subject was a text
Legislature until 1914. He received
on tree diseases published by Neger
his M. S. degree from the State Uni
in German in 1919.
versity In 1918, writing his thesis on
Dr. Hubert published the book after
The Two Principal Fungus Diseases
receiving • his Ph.D. degree in plant
of the Western White Pine Type.” Dr.
pathology ahd botany from the Uni
Hubert received his Ph.D. degree from
versity of Wisconsin. He is now pro
the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
fessor of forestry in the School of
n 1923. He has been Professor of
Forestry at the University of Idaho,
Forestry in charge of the Forest Prod
Moscow, and in charge of the Forest
ucts Laboratory, School of Forestry,
Products laboratory there.
at the University of Idaho since 1923.
Greatly-Needed Book
Dr. Hubert Is connected with numer
In speaking of the volume, T. C. ous affiliations, some of these being:
Spaulding, dean of the School of For Fellow, American Association for the
estry said, “In the past practically all Advancement -of Science; member of
literature in forest pathology has been Sigma Xi and Phi Sigma, honorary
in the German language. Dr. Hubert’s scientific societies, and member of Xi
publication makes available to the pro Sigma Pi, honorary forestry fraternity.
fessional forester and to the forestry He was editor of. the “Northwest
school student not only a text book, Science" for 1930-31 and is listed in
but also an excellent reference source American Men of Science.”
and one which has been badly needed
Dr. Hubert married Bess Ann
for many years. The simplicity of Rhoades, ’15, and they have two chil
presentation and orderly arrangement dren, Douglas .and David.
makes this publication as valuable to
the layman as to the technologist, and
I believe that there, was probably no
one in the United States as adequately
equipped to prepare this publication
as Dr. Hubert.”
“There probably has never been a
book appear in any field of science
for which there was a greater need
than the recent ‘Outlines of. Forest Magazine Collection Comprises More
Than Five Hundred Cnrrent
Pathology,’ by Dr. Ernest E. Hubert,
Publications
professor of the School of Forestry

.B I L L
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Russell Peterson

GOING TO THE SHOW?
O X I’ll see you at

Kelley’

THE NEW IN

Toilet Goods
STEIN’S PERIWINKLE
An Excellent Face Cream

These Items Are Most
Suitable Gifts

Peterson Drug Co.
“A Good Place to Trade"

St<OT®
and see what we have to offer
as gifts for
MOTHER
FATHER
BROTHER
SISTER
Our Toy Department is filled
with gifts that will please
the little ones.

ucif’s

Six new magazines will soon be
added to the more than 500 which
now comprise the State University
library’s collection of current periodi
cals. Three will be literary maga
zines; two, magazines of the arts,
and one, a current history publication.
The new additions of the literary
collection are the “Hound and Horn,”
“Symposium,” and “The Gentle Read
er,” a magazine which is being pub
lished by John Erskine. One of the
outstanding magazines in the field
of art is “Creative Hands,” a very old
German magazine pertaining to the
arts and crafts, which is being pub
lished in English for the first time
this year. This will soon be placed
| on the library shelves along with
| “The Art Digest,” a monthly magazine,
“time,” a weekly review of current
events, will also find a place on the
shelves soon, due to the great demand
for this magazine.

Speer Will Address
A. A. U. P. Saturday

Across from High School

PHILCO
„ Buy the home a radio for
Christmas. Unexcelled power,
tone and selectivity in all
models. Priced

$ 4 9 .9 5
----------t o --------

L e t’s B e Frank

State University
Library Receives
New Periodicals

at the University of Idaho,” said Dr.
C.. W. Waters, professor of botany at
the State University.
“Extensive investigations have been
carried on in the field of forest path
ology during the past 20 years, the
results of which liaye found their way
..to the workers in this field only
through the medium of scientific jour
nals and government bulletins. It re
mained for someone to assemble this
scattered mass of information, boil
it down to the essential facts, and
present it to the scientific world in a
form that would be usable. This has
been done in an able manner by Dr.
Hubert.
* “While the book cannot, of necessity,
treat exhaustively every disease
known to our trees, it does contain
a full list of references to which the
reader may turn for more detailed in
formation.
“Although a product of the North
west, the scope of the book is in nb
way limited to that region, and this
book should prove to be an invaluable
help wherever there are trees or
lumber.”
Graduated in 1912
Dr. Hubert graduated from, the State
University of Montana in 1912 from
wh&t was known then as the techni
cally combined School of Botany and
Forestry under Dr. Joseph W. Kirk
wood, as the present School of For

Members of the class in institutional
cookery will get some practical experi
ence in their work next Sunday, when
they take charge of the meals of the
residence halls of the campus. Hazel
Larson, Helena, E lla Pollinger, Mis
soula, and Freda Larson, Missoula,
will replace the regular cooks at
South hall. Rhea Dobner, Missoula,
Mrs. Bettie Schroeder, Lolo, and Beth
Manis, Hamilton, will do the cooking
a t North hall, and Rose Seewald,
Kevin, and Catherine Cesar, Corvallis,
will have charge of Corbin hall.
This dinner will constitute the final
examination of the members of this
class. Mrs. Monica B. Swearingen will
be a dinner guest at South hall, and
Anne P la tt and Helen Gleason, pro
fessors in the Department of Home
Economics, will be guests a t North
and Corbin halls, respectively.
The menu which the girls will pre
pare includes ro ast pprk, dressing,
mashed potatoes and gravy, apple
sauce, string beans, asparagus salad
and mince pie.

Sandwich Shop

$ 3 1 0 .0 0

A n d Earnest
I’m Frank— You Be Ernest

MISSOULA
CLUB

Hear them today at our store
and pick out the machine
you wish us to demonstrate.

Missoula Hardware
& Plumbing Co.

FRANK POOLE, Prop.

228 North Higgins

Phone SIM

W ALTER- G O X ,
0O0

Next year the boys who defend the Copper, Silver and Gold ensign will miss these men who have
ended their last season as Grizzlies. Murray, Enid, and Peterson, Miles City, were the regular tackles on
Coach Bunny Oakes’ eleven and both received a place on the Associated Press all-state first team. Boone,
Deer Lodge, was given mention as an all-state gridder at quarterback. McCarthy, Anaconda, was placed
on the first team of the mythical eleven at guard; he was shifted from end to guard early this past
season. Breen and Cox, both Butte boys, the former a center and the latter a fullback, gave splendid
performances in their positions.

Spanish Club Will
Observe Christmas
Pinntii Will Be Celebrated at, Sigma
Chi Mouse Wednesday
The Spanish club is sponsoring an
idea entirely new to the State Univer
sity's campus when it observes Christ
mas this year with a pianta in
Spanish fashion. The celebration will
be held at the Sigma Chi house
Wednesday, December 9, at 7:45
o’clock..

“In Spain,” said Miss Eminger,
Registrar’s Talk Will Deal With Many
“gifts are not given on Christmas
Administration Problems
eve, that is, not gifts as we under
J. B. Speer, registrar and business stand them. The symbol of Christmas
manager of the State University, will really reveals the purpose of the
speak on “The Registrar Repents,” at Christmas celebration. It is called
the meeting of the local chapter of a Nacimiento, roughly translated,
the American Association University ‘birth’.”
Professors, which will be held at the
The Nacimiento is a miniature rep
Y. W. C. A. Saturday, December 5
lica of the birth of Jesus, with figures
Mr. Speer’s talk, will deal with the representing the Child, Mary, Joseph,
many changes in registering and ad the Three Wise Men, and any other
vising students. Problems common to figures which one’s fancy may dictate
the administration, recording and in
struction will be discussed in the light
William Angus, director; Mrs. E. G.
of Mr. Speer’s further study since last
Hail, chaperon; Leslie Pace, Boze
year and his conferences with regis
man; Alice Taylpr, Missoula; Jeanette
trars of other institutions. The credit
McGrade, Butte;
Ruth
Bernier,
system and the rapid advancement in
stiftlent personnel methods will be de Helena; Peter Meloy, Townsend; Gene
Manis, Hamilton; Fred Moulton, Bill
tailed.
ings; George Wellcome, Anaconda;
Taylor Gardner, Missoula; Warner
Halgren, Fargo, N. D.; Eugene Hunton, Missoula; Martha Kimball, Mis
soula; Margaret Raitt, Helena; Rich
“Devil’s Disciple” Cast Presents ard Shaw, Missoula, and Wallis Dun
Play in Three Montana Cities can, Helena.

in accordance with the spirit. Every
Spanish home has its Nacimiento.
The pianta, although applied to the
yuletide celebration, in realty consists
of a highly decorated pottery bowl,
or an equally decorated receptacle
made on a scanty frame covered with
paper. It is filled with Spanish can
dies, turron and mazapan, as well as
inconsequential funny little gifts for
various guests. It is suspended from
the ceiling, with many trailing stream 
ers. Everyone gathers about; one is
chosen; his eyes-are blindfolded; he
is given a rod, turned about, and he
has three chances to break the pianta.
If he does not succeed another is

selected, so the game progresses until
someone breaks th e pianta. Every
thing falls to the floor amid a rain
of confetti and there is a scramble to
get as much booty as possible.
This is the ' first opoprtunity for
students to share in a completely
foreign Christmas party. The Spanish
candy, called "turron,” has been or
dered especially from San Francisco,
as it is impossible to obtain the real
product here. Due to the nature of
the party, a small assessment must
be paid and places m ust be reserved.
The reservations may be made with
Miss Eminger any time before Satur
day, December 5, for 15 cents.

D eR ea S ch ool o f Dancing
Special Christmas Courses
MONTH OF DECEMBER
Tap, $5.00— Two Lessons per Week— Beginners
Learn to Waltz, Fox Trot and Drag
Special Price, $5.00
JUST FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
210 South Third Street

Phone 3232.

A V ery Fetching Fashion
for a Fashion-wise Young Miss

ACTORS TOUR

Students in the cast and in the pro
duction staff of the “Devils Disdiple”
left Missoula last Friday afternoon for
a tour of Bozeman, Butte and Helena.
The group arrived in Bozeman Fri
day night and stayed in various fra
ternity and sorority houses while
there. They presented “Devil’s Dis
ciple,” Saturday evening to a record
crowd at Emerson auditorium. While
in Bozeman the Masquer players were
entertained at numerous social affairs
at the fraternity and sorority houses.
Monday morning the students left
Bozeman for Butte. They arrived
there Monday afternoon and had an
immediate rehearsal in the Butte high
school auditorium. That same night
the play was given. While in Butte
several of the cast had the opportunity
to go through the Leonard mine.
Early Tuesday morning the players
left for Helena. The play was given
in Helena as the annual Elk’s charity
drive for their Christmas fund. After
the show the cast was entertained at
a buffet supper at Ruth Bernier’s
home.
Those who went upon the trip were:

Pre-Holiday
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FINE HAIR CUTTING
OUR SPECIALTY

M etropole
Barber Shop

S ale
W omen ’s Shoes

101 East Main
*

OUR WORK IS OUR
BEST RECOMMENDATION
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Peacocks

A ll Fall Models
Cantilevers - Red Cross
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$£85

$2 § §

Formerly
310.50 to $13.50

Formerly
$7.50 and $8.50

Formerly
$5.00 and $6.00

The season’s favored styles—pumps, ties, straps, oxfords.
Kidskms, suedes, patents, velvets and satins.
All sizes represented, but not in each style.
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129 EAST BROADWAY
DR. L. R. BARNETT
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“ filler-in” evening j a c k e t
to wear over your evening
frocks!

Exquisite Colorings
Sahara Gold with
Congo Orange

Hyacinth with
Spanish Violet

Copper Glow with
Golden Corn

Light Capucine,
with Titian

s!3.95
pOUIA
*»• dhe dhrintmaa Store )»£ll3w

